
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT COPPER LODGE LIBRARY

1. WHAT IS COPPER LODGE LIBRARY?
Copper Lodge Library is a series of books that 
preserves timeless stories to help families build a 
culture of wisdom and virtue through meaningful 
conversations.

2. WHY WAS COPPER LODGE LIBRARY 
CREATED?
Our culture has a problem: some of the very best 
stories are being lost with each generation. Great 
stories help children learn virtues, build moral 
imagination, and shape character. Copper Lodge 
Library aims to preserve these stories and pro-
mote virtue by helping families build a library of 
high-quality books relevant to readers of every 
age. 

3. HOW CAN I USE COPPER LODGE  
LIBRARY RESOURCES AT HOME AND  
IN COMMUNITY?
Classical Conversations is founded upon family  
and community, and Copper Lodge Library books  
are no different. These books ensure that children, 
parents, and community are literally on the same 
page, in the same edition as one another. They can 
be read aloud or independently, discussed together,  
and used as the basis for writing assignments. 

4. ARE THESE RESOURCES PHYSICAL  
OR DIGITAL?
All Copper Lodge Library books are physical 
(printed) books.

5. HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE STUDENTS TO 
USE THESE RESOURCES?
The Echoes, Rome, and Uncle Paul books are 
designed as read-alouds for 15–30 minutes a day. 
The Challenge books are designed to be read 
independently at the pace of about an hour a day. 
Students will work through the Echoes, Rome, 
and Uncle Paul series over the course of a year, 
while the other books are used for a few weeks 
each year.

6. CAN SIBLINGS SHARE THESE  
RESOURCES?
Yes! These books are meant to go in the family 
library.

7. ARE THESE RESOURCES  
CONSUMABLE?
No. These books are intended to be passed down 
from generation to generation. However, students 
can certainly underline text and take notes in 
the margins (and the high-quality paper prevents 
bleed-through).

8. DO FAMILIES NEED ANY ADDITIONAL 
SUPPLIES TO BE ABLE TO USE THESE 
RESOURCES?
No additional resources are needed. Helpful foot-
notes throughout the text define unfamiliar words 
for students and provide historical context.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS BY TITLE

WHAT IS ENGLISH EPIC POETRY?
English Epic Poetry is a collection of the epic poetry of Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight and selected content from The Canterbury Tales and Paradise Lost. The 
introduction provides advice for reading epic poetry and its historical context.  
Illustrations and helpful footnotes accompany the text.

WHO IS IT FOR?
While specifically designed for Challenge II students, readers of all ages will 
enjoy this book.

IS THIS RESOURCE REQUIRED IN CLASSICAL  
CONVERSATIONS PROGRAMS?
This resource is required in the Challenge programs, but it’s suitable for everyone.

WHAT IS THE SECRET GARDEN?
The Secret Garden is a 1911 novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett. This version  
includes a foreword, footnotes for word definitions and pronunciation, footnotes 
for historical context, and illustrations to complement the text.

WHO IS IT FOR?
This resource is meant for Challenge A students. However, students of all ages 
may enjoy this book as well.

IS THIS RESOURCE REQUIRED IN CLASSICAL  
CONVERSATIONS PROGRAMS? 
This resource is required in the Challenge programs, but it’s suitable for everyone.

WHAT IS PRIDE AND PREJUDICE?
Pride and Prejudice is an 1813 novel by Jane Austen. This version includes a  
foreword, footnotes, illustrations to complement the text, and a glossary with 
rules for all the card games played in the book.

WHO IS IT FOR?
Tailored to meet the needs of Challenge II students, this resource is equally  
accessible to and enjoyable for individuals of all age groups.

IS THIS RESOURCE REQUIRED IN CLASSICAL  
CONVERSATIONS PROGRAMS?
This resource is required in the Challenge programs, but it’s suitable for everyone.


